Exclusive Offer for GM Dealers & Technicians

DIAGNOSTIC BUNDLE AND LAPTOP PROMOTION

Upgrade Today to Ensure that Techline Connect Operates Efficiently!

Choose your standard or GM configured laptop as recommended by GM
Each PC meets the Dealer Infrastructure Guideline (DIG) Requirements.
Configured Laptops are preloaded with the new Techline Connect Diagnostic Software.

Getac S410 G3
Better
- Intel Core i5 8th Generation Processor
- 16 GB RAM
- 512 GB SSD
- 14" FHD (1920 x 1080)
- Semi Rugged
- Windows 10 PRO

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSS410G3CON
PROMO: $2,539 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,597

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSS410G3
PROMO: $2,384 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,438

Dell Precision 5550
Best
- Intel Core i5 10th Generation Processor
- 16 GB RAM
- 512 GB SSD
- 15.6" FHD Screen
- Windows 10 PRO

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDS5550CONF
PROMO: $2,584 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,776

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDS5550
PROMO: $2,473 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,615

HP EliteBook 840 G7
Best
- Intel Core i7 10th Generation Processor
- 16 GB RAM
- 512 GB SSD
- 14" FHD Screen
- Windows 10 PRO

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDS18N1CONF
PROMO: $1,728 Reg. Dealer Price: $1,857

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDS18N1
PROMO: $1,612 Reg. Dealer Price: $1,696

MDI 2 / Standard and GM Configured Laptop Packages
Includes MDI 2 and Laptop

Getac S410 G3 Pkg
GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSGTCPKCON
PROMO: $3,184^53 Reg. Dealer Price: $3,292.53

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSGTCPK
PROMO: $3,029^53 Reg. Dealer Price: $3,133.53

Dell Precision 5550 Pkg
GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSDELPKCON
PROMO: $3,229^53 Reg. Dealer Price: $3,471.53

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSDELPK
PROMO: $3,118^53 Reg. Dealer Price: $3,310.53

HP EliteBook 840 G7 Pkg
GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSHPPKCON
PROMO: $2,373^53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,552.53

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSHP PK
PROMO: $2,257^53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,391.53

* Authorized GM Technicians - To order, Call the GMDE Program at 844-742-8471.
You will need to provide your dealerships BAC number. Method of payment is credit card.

Call 844-742-8471  |  Login to GMDEsolutions.com
This is a limited time offer. Promotional pricing is valid through 2/28/2021. Please expect up to 4 weeks for product to ship. All products sold F.O.B. shipping point. All applicable freight, installation and tax are additional and will be added at time of invoice. Prices are noted in U.S. Dollars. Prices and product information are subject to change without notice.
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Techline IT SOLUTIONS

UPDATE YOUR SERVICE BAY WITH LARGER MONITOR DISPLAYS!

CDSTCL
TCL 43" CLASS
4-SERIES SMART TV
REG. DEALER PRICE: $294.00

Features:
• 42.5" Screen
• Backlight Type LED
• 4K Resolution
• Roku TV Smart Functionality
• Remote

Specifications:
• Dimensions: 38.2" x 7.6" x 24.5"
• Weight: 16.5 lbs.

Warranty: One year

Increase Technician Productivity and Reduce Eye Strain

Additional Sizes and Configurations Also Available:

CDSE2417H
DELL 24" FULL HD LED MONITOR
REG. DEALER PRICE: $173

CDSU3415W
DELL U3415W 34" CURVED WIDE MONITOR
REG. DEALER PRICE: $865

CDS1AA85
HP Z43 42.5" DISPLAY MONITOR
REG. DEALER PRICE: $845

CDS43UD79
LG 42.5" LED MONITOR
REG. DEALER PRICE: $643

CDSP4317
DELL P4317 43" MONITOR
REG. DEALER PRICE: $767

Maximize your Techline IT Support!
Desktops, Laptops, Tablets, Printers and Access Points are also available. Login to GMDEsolutions.com, click on Dealer Services tab, then Techline IT Solutions

Call 844-742-8471 | Login to GMDEsolutions.com

This is a limited time offer. Promotional pricing is valid through 2/28/2021. Please expect up to 4 weeks for product to ship. All products sold F.O.B. shipping point. All applicable freight, installation and tax are additional and will be added at time of invoice. Prices are noted in U.S. Dollars. Prices and product information are subject to change without notice.

Privacy Policy: https://sosprograms.sarnoff.com/privacypolicy/